Marketing and BD on tap.
We’ve done your job ourselves. We know how hard it is and often wished there was a service like
this.
We would like to help you blitz your to-do list.
Do you have things on your plate that you just don’t find that easy
to swallow?
Some of the things are quite trivial - and don’t really justify your
time. Other things are meatier but you just don’t have time to
address them properly. You may be trying to recruit but it is
taking a while to find the right person - and there is a backlog of
work and people are on holidays?
What kind of thing can we do for you?
If you are anything like our other clients, it may be things like:
1. Making sure there are enough of the right people at an
event - or that attendees are followed up?
2. Sorting out your CRM
3. Looking at the main companies in a particular sector
4. Maybe a Partner has joined and you should be contacting
clients to ensure they know?
5. Finding out what clients and connectors really think of you compared to your competitors
This is the kind of thing we do for our clients - after all that is what we did when we were in-house.
How come it is such good value?
Since we are in Bristol - and have lots of people at different levels - we can often do it for much less
than you imagine.
What is the first step?
Have a think about all the things on your plate at the moment - and divide those into the ones only
you can do - and the ones that others could do for you. Email or phone to suggest a date and we will
be helping you within days. It will be better for you and better for your firm.
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